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Abstract—The goal of the Conro Project is to build deployable
modular robots that can reconfigure into different shapes such as
snakesorhexapods.EachConromoduleis,itself,arobotandhence
a Conro robot is actually a multirobot system. In this paper we
presentanoverviewoftheConromodules,thedesignapproach,an
overview of the mechanical and electrical systems and a discussion
on size versus power requirement of the module. Each module is
self-contained; it has its own processor, power supply, communica-
tionsystem,sensorsandactuators.Themodules,althoughself-con-
tained, were designedtowork ingroups, aspart ofa largemodular
robot. We concludethepaper bydescribingsomeof therobots that
we have built using the Conro modules and describing the minia-
ture custom-made Conro camera as an example of the type of sen-
sors that can be carried as payload by these robots.
Index Terms—Autonomous, modular, reconfigurable, self-suffi-
cient.
I. INTRODUCTION
R
ECONFIGURABLE robots are modular robots that can
change their shape. These robots could be used in ap-
plications that would benefit from the use of different or mul-
tiplefixed-sizefixed-shaperobots.Areconfigurablerobotcould
change its shape into a snake to reach into narrow places during
a rescue operation, into a hexapod to carry a load or it may split
into many smaller robots to perform a task in parallel.
Reconfigurable robots are classified as homogeneous or het-
erogeneousdependingonwhethertheirmodulesareidenticalor
not. In a homogeneous robot, the position of the module in the
robot defines its function, for example, the module could play
the role of head, leg or spine depending on its location in the
robot. In a heterogeneous robot, the function of the module de-
finesitspositionintherobot,forexample,thepossiblepositions
of a leg module are restricted to the legs of the robot.
Reconfigurable robots can also be categorized according to
whether or not their modules are organized in a lattice (either in
the plane or 3-D space). Lattice-based robots are usually homo-
geneous and need to reconfigure in order to move, i.e., as their
topology changes, their center of mass translates accordingly.
In contrast, nonlattice robots can either translate while recon-
figuring or can separate their reconfiguration and locomotion
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stages. This separation allows them to reconfigure and then se-
lect an efficient configuration-dependent gait.
The original reconfigurable robots were designed to add
versatility to the robotic manipulator. Early work by Will and
Grossman [1], Schmitz et al. [2], and Fukuda and Kawauchi
[3] continues to evolve in the work of Paredis and Khosla [4],
and others. Among the planar lattice-based cellular robots we
find the robots based on square and hexagonal modules of
Yoshida et al. [5] and Murata et al. [6], respectively, and the
robot based on hexagons of links of Chirikjian et al. [7]. This
work has been extended to 3-D space, among others, by the
cubic units of Murata et al. [8], the robotic molecule of Kotay
et al. [9], the crystal module of Rus and Vona [10] and the
“I-Cube” modules of Ünsal et al. [11]. Most nonlattice-based
reconfigurable robots are heterogeneous. Among these we find
the robots for the entertainment industry of Fujita et al. [12]
and those for space exploration of Farritor et al. [13].
In this paper, we describe the design approach and the
mechanical and electrical aspects of the modules of the Conro
robots, nonlattice homogeneous reconfigurable robots, targeted
to search and rescue and surveillance operations. The Conro
robots have some similarities with the Tetrobot of Hamlin and
Sanderson [14]. Both are homogeneous and can separate their
locomotion and reconfiguration stages. However, the Tetrobot
must be tethered while the Conro robot is self-contained. Conro
robots are also similar to the Polypod of Yim [15], [16] in both
capabilities and concept. However, Conro robots emphasize
size and autonomy as design parameters and are designed to
support inter-robot reconfiguration, i.e., reconfiguration that
involves more than one robot and leads to the merging of robots
into a larger one or the splitting of a large robot into smaller
ones.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II we summa-
rize the philosophy behind the design of the module. In Sec-
tions III and IV we describe the design of the module from the
mechanical and electrical points of view, respectively. In Sec-
tion V we discuss the considerations of the module with respect
to its size. In Section VI we describe the resulting module and
give some examples of the possible Conro robot configurations.
In Section VII we present the miniature custom-made Conro
camera built which is an example of the sensors that a Conro
robot could carry as load. Finally, in Section VIII we present
our conclusions.
II. PHILOSOPHY OF DESIGN
The goal of the Conro Project is to build deployable recon-
figurablerobots thatexhibitinter-robot reconfigurationcapabil-
ities.Thecapabilitiesoftheserobotsaredeterminedbythechar-
acteristics and functionality of their modules. The basic shape
of the Conro modules is that of three segments connected in a
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Fig. 1. Basic shape of a Conro module.
chain, as shown in Fig. 1. Two independent axes of rotation, lo-
cated at the intersections of these segments, provide the module
with motion capabilities. The extremes of each module have
ports (one on each shaded face) that allows it to connect to other
modules. A detailed discussion about the philosophy of design
of the Conro module can be found in [17]. The summary in this
section is presented for completeness of the paper.
The specificationsofdeployability and inter-robotreconfigu-
ration capabilities translate into constraints on the levels of self-
sufficiency, autonomy and homogeneity of the module, module
size, and communication capabilities. A deployable robot must
be self-sufficient, i.e., capable of untethered operation. In the
trivial case, an inter-robot reconfiguration split operation may
create a robot formed by a single module. Therefore, to guar-
antee that any robot such created is self-sufficient, each module
mustbeself-sufficient.Likewise,amodulemustbeautonomous
with respect to the use of its own resources, for example, it has
exclusive access to its sensors and actuators.
The level of homogeneity of a module determines its capabil-
ities and the functions that it can fulfill. Each module must have
a processor, power, sensors, actuators, and communication sys-
tems to satisfy the self-sufficiency and autonomy constraints.
Other components not needed to satisfy these constraints
(cameras, antennas, etc.) can be carried by the robot as a load
or are piggy-backed on a particular module, driven by a generic
interface port. This tradeoff between the necessary and desired
components of a module reduces its design, manufacturing,
testing and programming costs. All the components must fit
into a package that is as small as possible to reduce the effect
of inertia of the limbs and increase the relative torque-to-robot
weight ratio of the actuators.
Finally, we address the communication needs of the module.
During inter-robot reconfiguration, two robots need to commu-
nicate remotely to agree on the merging operation. Thus, robots
need to exchange information remotely and need a mechanism
to guide another robot toward itself. At the local level, each
module needs to communicate with its adjacent modules. We
concluded that an infrared-based system could satisfy all these
requirements; it could be used for both remote and local com-
municationanddoubleasthedirectionalguidingmechanismfor
both inter-robot and intra-robot dockings.
III. MECHANICAL DESIGN
Our implementation of the Conro module has three segments
connected in a chain: a passive connector, a body and an
Fig. 2. Parts of the Conro module.
active connector, as shown in Fig. 2. At the intersection of
the body and the two connectors there are joints that give the
module yaw and pitch degrees of freedom. The weight of the
module is 114 g (including batteries) and its length is
10.8 cm excluding the length of the pins protruding from
the passive connector. We now describe the parts of the module.
A. Module Body
The body is the central part of the module to which the active
and passive connectors attach. It is composed of a delrin frame,
two servo motors and a printed-circuit board (PCB) as shown in
Fig. 2. The PCB has a hole in its center to allow its accommo-
dation on the frame. When it is in place, the PCB is screwed in
position to the frame. The servos fit into cavities of the frame
and are held in place by friction.
Commercial off-the-shelf servos for radio-controlled devices
(Futaba S3102 RC servos) are connected directly to the pro-
cessor board using 3-pin connectors. Two of the pins provide
power to the servo and one carries a pulsewidth modulated
(PWM) signal that defines the position of the shaft. Each servo
has a torque of 3.7 kg cm and weighs 21 g, mainly
because of the weight of their metal gears, i.e., the servos
account for 36% of the weight of the module. The output
shafts of the servos are connected directly to the active and
passive connectors in a direct drive fashion. The processor
board is a two-layer PCB with surface-mounted components
that distributes the control signals and power to the rest of the
module and serves as holding place for a small 3-V battery.
B. Passive Connector
The connectors allow the module to attach to other modules.
The passive connector has no moving components. Its frame is
a cube of delrin with a side of 2.54 cm as shown in Fig. 2. Three
lateralfacesofthecubehavetwoprotrudingaluminumpinsthat
fit into the sockets of the active connectors of other modules.
The cylindrical pins have a lateral groove to allow the active
connector to anchor to them. The particular positions of these
pins and sockets permit only connections of modules that lie in
the same plane, i.e., modules that are tilted 90 with respect to
each other cannot be connected. On each of these faces there
is an infrared (IR) pair used by the module for communication
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that fits on a fork of the body and allows the module to pivot the
connector about the yaw axis. The yaw servo is unbiased with
respecttothemainaxisofthemodule,i.e.,thepassiveconnector
can rotate the same angle in the right and left directions (about
60 ).
The frame of the passive connector is hollow and holds the
wiringoftheinfrareddevicesofthefacesandthemainbatteryof
themodule,a6-Vbattery(9g,2.5-cmheight,1.3-cmdiameter).
The roof of the cube is a two-layer PCB that is screwed directly
onto the cube. This PCB has the input-and-output (I/O) elec-
tronics that drive the infrared receivers (RX) and transmitters
(TX) of the faces of the connector and doubles as the positive
contactforthebattery.A14-pinconnectorisusedtotransferthe
power of the main battery to the processor board and receive the
controlsignalsfortheIRcomponents.Finally,theconnectorhas
a latch at the bottom of the cube that keeps the battery in place
andservesasitsnegativecontact.Thelatchcanswingaboutone
of its extremes allowing the removal of the battery. The weight
of the passive connector, including the battery, is 30 g.
C. Active Connector
The active connector engages and disengages the pins of the
passive connectors of other modules. It weighs 15 g and is com-
posed of two parts, an arm and a face, both machined in delrin,
as shown in Fig. 2. The body of the module is connected to the
active connector by the arm. The active connector can rotate
about a pitch axis located at the intersection of the arm and the
body. The pitch servo is biased with respect to the main axis of
the module; it can rotate 90 downwards but only 30 upwards.
This bias allows the module to behave as the leg of a walking
robot.
The face of the active connector has the same dimensions
as those of the faces of the passive connector. It also has an
infrared pair but the locations of the transmitter and receiver
are the reverse of those of the faces of the passive connector
to allow communication between modules when two modules
are connected to each other.
The process of connecting two modules involves the active
and passive connectors of the modules. Fig. 3(a) shows a sim-
plified view of a passive connector approaching an active con-
nectorinadockingtrajectory.Theactivefacehastwosocketsto
receive the pins of the passive face. As the pins slide inside the
sockets, their dome-shaped heads force an engagement latch to
rotate in a direction perpendicular to the trajectory of the pins.
Eventually, the pins are fully inserted exposing a lateral groove
into which the engagement latch edge is forced by a spring ac-
tion(thespringisnotshowninthefigure).Thisdockingprocess
is completely mechanical.
The process of disconnecting two modules is initiated by the
active face. As shown in Fig. 3(a), the engagement latch can be
rotated using a shape-memory alloy (SMA) wire. The wire is
attached between a fixed binding post and a cylinder attached to
the latch. We use two rollers to establish the path of the SMA
wire and to extend its working length. When the SMA is con-
tracted, it rotates the cylinder clockwise, against a spring, re-
tracting the latch and freeing the pins. Using this procedure we
could free the pins at any moment. However, freeing the pins
is not the same as disconnecting the modules. The SMA can be
(a)
(b)
Fig. 3. Stages of the docking procedure. (a) Engagement. (b) Disengagement.
activated only for a fraction of a second because it consumes a
large amount of power. Thus, it is possible that the modules fail
to move away from each other before the SMA is de-energized,
re-engaging the pins.
The disconnection process must guarantee that the modules
will be free when it is finished. In Fig. 3(b) we show the faces
of two already connected modules. We have added a view of
the disengagement latch, a plate with two holes that, during en-
gagement, allows the heads of the pins to go through. When
the modules are connected, the edge of the engagement latch is
pressed against the pins, into their grooves. To disconnect the
modules, we contract the SMA wire as described before. As
both latches rotate together, first the engagement latch frees the
pins and then, the disengagement latch pushes the dome-shaped
head of the pins out of the sockets. The distance that the latch
pushes the pins is of the order of 0.125 mm. Still, this displace-
ment is enough to guarantee that the latch will not be able to
re-engage the pins when the SMA relaxes. After this process,
themodulesaredisconnectedandcanbemovedawayfromeach
other at any moment.
IV. ELECTRICAL DESIGN
The electrical system of the Conro module must support the
control of the sensors and actuators, a communication system
and a power system. The objectives of the design of the system
aretominimizethenumberofdiscretecomponents,theiroverall
weight and their power consumption while preserving the self-
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Fig. 4. Functional block diagram of a module.
A functional diagram of the electric system of the Conro
module is shown in Fig. 4. Each module has a processor that
gives it control over its sensors and actuators. The processor
is defined by the use of one of three different single-chip mi-
crocontrollers: a stamp II based on a PIC16C57 processor or
a stamp IIe or II-SX, both based on a SCENIX SX28AC/SS
processor. The use of a zero-insertion force socket allows for
the manual removal of the processor for replacement or pro-
gramming.Thethreeprocessorsare pin-compatiblebutdifferin
speed, memory capacity, programming capabilities and power
consumption. Thus, the processor of the module can be selected
tosuitaparticulartaskaccordingtoitsprocessorspeed,memory
and power requirements.
The processor has exclusive access to the actuators of the
module. The SMA wire of the active connector is activated
using a fixed current during a programmable period of time.
Theservosrequire a PWMsignal generated insoftware because
none of these microcontrollers has a dedicated PWM circuit.
Hence, the processor must generate pulses every 20 ms to
refresh the state of the servos.
The number of digital outputs of the processor was increased
using a demultiplexer. Through the demultiplexer we can ac-
cess both the IR receivers and transmitters of the module and
establish serial communication with other modules. At this mo-
ment we can establish a 9600-baud link with/out flow control.
The processor can route the input signal from the IR receiver
to either a low-impedance input pin of the microcontroller or
to a high-impedance input pin of an eight-bit analog-to-digital
converter (ADC), depending on whether the infrared receiver is
being used for serial communication or as an infrared sensor.
This latter state is used during the docking of two modules,
where a module uses its IR transmitter as a beacon and the other
module uses its IR receiver as an analog directional sensor. The
two modules that are docking can belong to the same robot or
to two different robots. The combined use of these IR pairs pro-
vides the feedback necessary for the modules (or the robots) to
approach each other and dock.
The Conro module uses two lithium batteries: a 6-V K28L
battery, a 3-V K58L cell, each one with a capacity of 160 mA h.
The batteries set up a 9-V high-voltage low-current node to
power the microcontroller and a 6-V low-voltage high-current
node to power all other components. The use of the two bat-
teries prevents large voltage drops at the microcontroller that
would appear when components like the SMA or the servos are
used. The batteries were selected for their voltage, size, weight,
capacity, drain characteristics and the flatness of their discharge
curves; lithium batteries are a good compromise between these
features.Rechargablebatteries,althoughdesirableforarobotics
project,haveanenergydensitythatisveryinferiortothelithium
chemistry.
V. CONSIDERATIONS ON THE MODULE SIZE
Specifying the parameters of the module is difficult because
of theirtight coupling; battery weight, motor torqueand weight,
module size, operating time, etc., are all parameters that affect
eachother.Arelationshipbetweenanumberoftheseparameters
was developed during the work preliminary to the design of the
modules [17]. We now apply these relationships to discuss the
characteristics of the Conro module.
As described in [17], a simplified model of the module would
relate these parameters with the following inequalities:
(1)
and
(2)
where
battery voltage;
battery capacity;
average power consumed by the module;
maximum operating time of the module;
actuator torque;
actuator weigh;
total weight of the module;
length of the module;
number of modules that a module can lift.
Equation (1) states that the battery must have a current de-
livery capacity greater than or equal to that needed to supply
therequiredaveragepower attheratedvoltage foragiven
period of time . Equation (2) states that the torque of the actu-
ator must be greater than or equal to that needed to handle
modules of weight and length or, equivalently, as-
suming that the actuator is located at the center of the module,
the torque needed to overcome the inertia of half
modules,eachwithaweightof andlengthof .This
is the maximum torque that the actuator might need to deliver
continuously.
We can use (1) and (2) to estimate upper bounds of the
Conro module on and . The average power consumed under
load by the CPU (i.e., 20 mA at 9 V), other electronics (i.e.,
130 mA at 6 V) and each actuator (i.e., 150 mA at 6 V) are 180
mw h, 780 mw h, and 900 mw h, respectively, so the average
power consumed by the module (using only one actuator) is
1860 mw-h. The equivalent battery of the module has a
capacity of 160 mA h and is rated at a voltage of
9 V. Given an actuator torque of kg cm, we find from
(1) that
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Fig. 5. Self-sufficient Conro module in motion.
and from (2) that
Thus, our module cannot work more than 45 min and cannot lift
more that one identical module. These estimates agree with our
experience with the module, for example, continuous operation
of 35 min and 1 module.
VI. CONRO MODULE
We have built twenty modules that follow the description dis-
cussed in this paper. Because each module is self-contained and
autonomous, it is a robot in its own right and thus, it is possible
to program it to execute motions and to react to stimuli. Fig. 5
shows the module, completely untethered, running a program
that rotates its connectors in sequence. Using the PIC-based mi-
crocontroller,theprogramcanrunfor35mincontinuously.Due
to the high cost of running experiments using nonrechargable
batteries, our robots are tested using external power supplies.
Although the modules can be run by themselves, they were
designed to work in groups, connected to each other forming
large robots. At this moment, the robots are configured manu-
ally, but our goal is to achieve automatic robot reconfiguration.
The priority of the modules of a robot is to communicate effi-
ciently with their adjacent modules. The modules do not share
a clock signal and thus, robot actions that require the synchro-
nized motions of different modules rely on the quality of the
communication. The programming of the communication net-
work is complex because, due to the lack of interrupt mecha-
nisms in our microcontrollers, the module has to poll the ports
inaround-robinfashion.Atthismoment,theinfraredcommuni-
cation between adjacent modules is a 9600-baud inverted serial
connection with flow control. The length, format and contents
of the messages depend on the specific type of control used to
command the robot.
The control of a Conro robot can be performed using a dis-
tributed control [18], a centralized control based on a master-
slave hierarchy or a hybrid combination of both schemes. The
robots shown in Fig. 6(a) and (b) are controlled using a master-
slave approach where the master is a remote host with a large
(a)
(b)
Fig. 6. Conro robot. (a) Snake. (b) Quadruped.
computational capability running C/C++ code under Linux. In
this particular case the messages that we are using are three
byteslongandcontaininformationaboutthesourceanddestina-
tionofthemessage,amessageidentificationtagandacommand
token along with its respective argument. There is no network
description; instead, messages intended for a particular module
are broadcasted and hop through the network until they reach
their destination. Fig. 6(a) shows an eight-module Conro snake
executing a traveling wave gait (for example, see [19]). The
particular configuration of the snake simplifies the communi-
cation mechanism because each module needs to communicate
to, at most, two other modules. Fig. 6(b) shows a six-module
quadruped in the middle of a walk. The large number of de-
grees of freedom of the robot allows for a variety of 4-legged
gaits. The quadruped has been programed to move using only
its legs, swinging its spine from side-to-side and a combination
of both.
Fig. 7 shows a team of two Conro hexapods. Each hexapod
is composed of nine modules: six modules play the role of legs
and three modules form the spine. In this case, the distribution
of the communication load is uneven because the modules that
form thespine havetohandleuptofour communicationports(a
spine module might be attached to up to four adjacent modules)
while the modules that form the legs need to handle a single408 IEEE/ASME TRANSACTIONS ON MECHATRONICS, VOL. 7, NO. 4, DECEMBER 2002
Fig. 7. Team of Conro hexapods.
port (each leg is attached to a single “spine” module). Presently,
the hexapod Conro robots are capable of standing up, walking,
turning, and lying down, all by their own means.
One of the aspects of controlling these robots is providing a
user interface to allow an operator to interact with the environ-
ment. Toward this goal we have developed the Conro camera
that can be mounted on the module that would work naturally
as the “head” of the robot.
VII. CONRO CMOS DIGITAL CAMERA
As discussed before, the sensors carried by every module are
those that we consider necessary to assure its self-sufficiency
and autonomy, for example, the IR receivers. Still, some sen-
sors that do not need to be carried by every module are nec-
essary. These sensors must be small and light and are either
piggy-backed on a particular module or the robot carries them
as a load. In this section, we describe our work on producing
one such sensor, the Conro-CMOS digital camera, that can be
carried by a module as a piggy-back device. The success of this
design indicates that many other relevant sensors that would fit
within the tight constraints of the basic module could be pro-
duced with a focused effort; compasses, wireless links, etc.
Sensors and actuators carried by a Conro module or robot
need to be as self-contained as possible in terms of memory,
computational needs and power. Ideally, these sensors (or
actuators) should work independently from the module and
exchange information with the processor only when required.
Likewise, if possible, they should carry their own batteries,
memory and processing circuitry, i.e., they should not drain
module resources. These goals are not always attainable but
nonetheless, they should be taken into account in the design of
these devices.
The Conro camera, shown in Fig. 8, was designed to be
as self-contained as possible to minimize interaction with
the resources of the module. It is small (16 16 13 mm ),
light (2.7 g) and computationally self-sufficient. Indeed, the
camera, based on the VV5300 low-resolution digital CMOS
image sensor chip produced by VVL, does not require external
circuitry: the VVL chip is mounted on a board together with
a 10-MHz clock, an EEPROM to store the camera startup
Fig. 8. Conro CMOS camera.
Fig. 9. Sample picture.
configuration and the circuitry to drive the chip and sense
its pixel array. A bidirectional 2-wire serial communications
interface allows the device to be configured and its operating
status monitored. Seven additional cables are used to interface
the camera and the driving processor. Furthermore, the VVL
chip has automatic gain control which allowed us to use a
single fixed-aperture lens. With our present set up, the camera
provides images with a field of view of 12 .
We have built color and monochrome versions of the Conro
camera. They provide an eight-bit video stream at 30 frames/s;
we can change this rate using an on-board clock divider. In-
dividual 164 124 raw-format images can be easily obtained
from the stream. Fig. 9 shows the image of a room obtained
with the Conro monochrome camera.
Currently, the Conro module can carry the camera but it does
not have the computational resources to capture an image (for
example, the memory of the module is 2 kB while the image
size is 22 kB) so instead, the camera is interfaced directly into
the serial port of a PC. This is possible because the camera is
computationally self-contained, i.e., the on-board oscillator and
boot EEPROM provide the means to use the camera as a stand-
alone unit, i.e., it can be used for the navigation of Conro robots
or work as a standard PC video camera.
VIII. CONCLUSION
We have introduced the Conro module, the basic block of a
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robot reconfiguration. It is, to our knowledge, the first module
for reconfigurable robots that is itself a robot, i.e., it is self-
contained and autonomous.
The Conro modules are homogeneous, self-contained, au-
tonomous, miniature and use an IR system for communication
that doubles as a tracking system. We have described the
mechanical and electrical aspects of the module and have
emphasized the importance of the size of the module as an
important aspect of the design and show how it relates to other
module design parameters. Finally, we have described the use
of sets of modules to build complex multirobot systems such as
modular snakes and hexapods, each requiring the coordination
of many independent robots (i.e., the modules) to operate.
These robots are currently operational, i.e., they can stand up
and walk, change directions and perform any other action that
a similar nonreconfigurable robot of the same topology can
perform (please, see http://www.isi.edu/conro for pictures and
movies of the experiments). These robots are already being
used as research platforms for both distributed and centralized
robot control.
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